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Textbooks of classical mythology | Buy textbooks | Languages and textbooks of literature | Mythology Textbook Summary Author of Bio Content Digital Rights Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews Build on the best-selling tradition of previous releases, Classical Mythology, Ninth Edition, is the most comprehensive survey of
classical mythology available – and the first full-color textbook of its kind. Introducing the authors' clear and extensive translations of the original sources, bringing to life the myths and legends of Greece and Rome in a clear and engaging style. The text contains a wide range of faithfully translated passages from Greek
and Latin sources, including Homer, Hesiod, all homeric anthems, Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Herodotus, Plato, Lucian, Lucretius, Vergil, Ovid, and Seneca. Acclaimed authors Mark P.O. Morford and Robert J. Lenardon -- joined by new co-author Michael N. Sham -- incorporate a dynamic combination of
possical stories and enlightening commentary to bring myths to life for students. They offer a historical and cultural background to myths (including evidence from art and archaeology) that also provide ample interpretive material and explore the lasting survival of classical mythology and its influence in the fields of art,
literature, music, dance and film. NEW IN THIS RELEASE: * Stunning full-color art program: 174 photos &amp; illustrations (many new), 22 numbers and 8 maps (3 new, 5 enhanced)-- with clear explanatory captions, now in full color throughout * Expanded Pedagogy: New chapter-opening quote; improving timeliness,
maps and genealogies; extended and updated selected bibliographies; and prominent web icons in the margins providing smoother integration between text and accompanying websites * New and updated content: New material and discussions, including a review of stages of development in feminist interpretation and
an addendum offering an analysis of the Greek religion that includes the relationship of mythology to religion, civic and mysterious religions, hero cults, priestesses and priestesses, and ritual sacrificeS: The revised Companion website at www.classicalmythology.org offers rich resources for students and instructors ,
including analyses and summaries of the myths covered by the text; representation of myth in art; information on comparative myths; interactive maps; sound glossaries; student activities; a PowerPoint-based lecture slides instructor's manual and test banks in print or on CDs, available for adopters welcome to Oxford
Classical Mythology Online, companion to Morford, Lenardon and Sham's best-selling classical mythology, ninth edition. This site offers users of the book a large number of resources and a lot of information. Chapter-specific activities and links allow students to explore the web and engage in exercises that focus on key
elements of each part of the book. Reference materials such as bibliographies, glossaries, provide support for research and further education. This site even has a growing list of new translations provided by authors. The authors will appreciate any thoughtful feedback on how we can improve the website. Please direct
comments, questions and suggestions to improve the classics@oup.com. classics@oup.com.
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